May/June 1940
Reinforcements
Italy

Rome

BB

“Littorio”*

Germany

Stettin
Essen
Dusseldorf

2xRaider
MOT
FTR2

“Kormoran”, “Orion”
V (6-5)
Bf 109F1

Japan

Hiroshima
Fukuoka
Osaka

INF
INF
MAR
MTN
CA
CL
MIL

27 (4-3)
11(6-3)
1 SNLF Div (2-4)
1 (5-4)
“Atago”
“Kashima”
Seoul

INF
2xCA
FTR2
INF
MECH
2xSUB

6 (4-7)
“Voroshilov”, “Chapayev”*
I-16
29 (7-3)
2 (7-5)

Tokyo

USSR

Leningrad
Odessa
Kiev
Vladivostok

C/Wealth

London

CV
CA
CL
Southampton CVP0
Coventry
CVP0
Glasgow
Fighter
Leeds
LND2
Belfast
NAV3
Halifax
ASW
Sydney
CP
Perth
TRS*
Bombay
GARR
Pilot

“Illustrious”
“Fiji”
“Bonaventure”
Nimrod
Nimrod
Hurricane IIB
Battle
Beaufort

7 (5-1)

Hurricanes practice formation flying near Glasgow. Fighters
are urgently needed – these have been assigned to a
squadron but have not yet been given individual coding.

France

Paris
Brest

FTR2
BB
MIL
Pilot

D510
“Richelieu”
Nice (5-3)

USS “Saratoga” (CV-3 ) takes
advantage of the perfect May
weather after a major overhaul and
extensive refit at Washington.

USA

Washington
Charleston
New York

Seattle

CV
BB
BB
LND3
CVP1
ASW*
NAV3
TERR

“Saratoga”
“North Carolina”*
“Washington”*
B-18A “Bolo”
SBD-4
A29 “Hudson”
Philippines (2-2)

Perhaps encouraged by the nearby partisans in the Hang Chow forests, local peasants block roads
and damage railway lines west of the city.

Lending resources

Commonwealth provides 1 oil to China

Burmese trucks carrying unrefined oil start the long journey to Kunming, where idle factories are
waiting to receive it.

Initiative

Axis dr = 3(+1) Allies dr = 5

Impulse 1 (Allies)

The Red Army moves

Weather dr = 8

F, F, F, F, F, F (1)

No challenge and Allies decide to take initiative

It appears as though the Kuomintang and Communists have entered an uneasy pact of co-operation.
Nationalist troops continue to head south to replace mounting losses, but it now seems that they
are allowing Mao’s forces to take control of several provinces.
The Red Army moves some of its most powerful units (including the newly formed 2nd Mechanised
Corps) to join Komandarm Timoshenko’s Army Group on the Rumanian border.
With the weather clearing, French overseas troops who have been stuck in the south of the country
start to move north.

Impulse 2 (Axis)

Full scale war in China/War on Belgium

Declarations of War

Germany - v - Belgium
US Entry 8
dr = 6 so 1 chit to Ger/It pool

With no provocation, Germany
suddenly declares war on
Belgium. While not unexpected,
this still shocks the world and the
US moves closer to war. The
Belgian government states that it
will ally with Great Britain.
Defence strategy is simple – hold
the capital until help arrives. I and
II Infantry Corps defend Brussels,
while the cavalry corps is on the
outskirts of Liege, hoping to slow
the German advance. The air
force is further back in Antwerp,
where the dry dock holds the
partially completed light cruiser
“Artevelde”. Dozens of
merchantmen are already safely in
the Belgian Congo, where a
territorial unit has been raised.
Finally, a militia unit is forming in
Brussels.

King Leopold III of Belgium, together with his War Minister,
General Denis, inspects one of the few armoured vehicles the
Belgians possess. This Renault FT-17 will prove no match for
the German armour and anti-tank weapons.
Demonstrating a steely resolve
to finally crush the Chinese, the
IJA authorises the use of most
of its strategic reserves of
supplies and ammunition.
Unfortunately for the Chinese,
the Japanese have chosen the
perfect time to launch a coordinated attack along the
whole front with the
Kuomintang (the Communists
have apparently been ignored).
The Nationalists are still in the
process of moving
reinforcements to the Kunming
area and several provinces are
lightly defended.

Having successfully evaded
Chinese I-16 fighters, G3M2
“Nells” drop their bombs to assist
the costly assault of the 2nd SNLF.

East of Kunming the I-16s prove to be too slow to prevent the G3M2 “Nells” providing support for
the attackers. Led by the 2nd Special Naval Landing Forces division, a brutal frontal assault is made
on the dug-in defenders in the mountains overlooking Kunming. The two garrison units with
responsibility for holding this position are not really prepared for such a combat role. The 13(Res)
Corps disintegrates while the 20(Res) Corps barely manages to stumble back to Kunming to lick its
wounds (1BP and flipped). The Japanese 12th Army advances to overlook Kunming, the last Chinese
city with a link to the outside world. The only downside for the IJA is the complete destruction of
the 2nd SNLF, whose courage apparently offset the fact that their skills lay in naval invasions rather
than mountain fighting.
Further north, Yamamoto’s and Terauchi’s Army Groups co-operate to attempt to wipe out Chiang
Kai Shek’s headquarters. Terauchi has been allowed to issue double supplies to all his units (9 OPs).
Although the Nationalist’s are firmly
entrenched and well led, they are no
match for the combined strength of
two Army Groups, let alone the
bombardment that accompanies the
attack. Chiang Kai Shek’s Army is
forced to retreat with 80% casualties
(4BP), while the 8th Army flees all the
way back to ChungKing. Although
Yamamoto’s own unit is badly hurt
(2BP), the mountains west of ChengSha are now Japanese held. To make
matters worse for the Chinese,
Desperate Chinese troops of General Kai Shek’s army fire a
Terauchi uses the extra supplies to
Czech ZB vz.26 light machine gun (ironically the 7.92mm
ensure that every unit is ready for
Mauser variant) at advancing Japanese but Yamamoto’s
continued action.
and Terauchi’s men cannot be stopped
At the same time, west of Wuhan, the Nationalists suffer another defeat. For once the defenders
are not in mountainous terrain, and the presence of several rivers is more than offset by the
numerical superiority of the attackers. As usual, control of the air is held by the Japanese, and Ki-27
“Nates” can strafe the lightly defended enemy without opposition. The greater mobility of the
Japanese allows them to encircle the Canton militia unit that opposes them and, despite a desperate
counter-attack, no Chinese escape the noose. With Canton firmly held by Japan, this unit will not be
replaced. Only an unfortunate IJA anti-tank unit takes any casualties (2BP) - the other victorious
troops stream forward. China’s fate may rest with the Communists holding the mountains ahead.

The situation in
China appears
grim for the
Nationalists.
They have been
pushed back to
the cities and
many units are
near breaking
point

Europe just before the declaration of war on Belgium – the Belgian army has yet to take up position
but the Wehrmacht is poised to strike. Allied forces are denied access by the neutral Belgians.
The world waits to see what Germany plans. At the moment, OKH has the following units ready for
its assault on the West:
1xHQ(Armour)
2xHQ(Infantry)
2xArmour Corps
1xArmour Division
2xMechanised Corps
4xMotorised Corps
1xMotorised Division
1xEngineering Division

von Rundstedt
von Bock, von Leeb
XLI, DAK
Hermann Goering
VIII, XLVI
V, VII, XI, XXXVIII
4
1

11xInfantry Corps
1xParatroop Corps
3xMilitia Corps
4xGarrison Corps
1xAnti-tank Division
1xAnti-Air Divisions
2xArtillery Divisions

I,VI,XII,XVII, XXVI, XXX, XXXI
XXXII, XLIII, LI, LXII, LXXII
II
Berlin, Konigsberg, Munich
LXXXI, LXXXIII,LXXXV, LXXXVI
PzJag1
88mm
150mm, 105mm

To support this enormous force, Luftflotte West can commit the following air units:
4xFTR2
2xFTR3
2xLND2
5xLND3
1xATR3

Bf 109E1, Bf 109E2, Bf 109E4, Bf 109F2
2xBf 110C
2xJu 87B
Do 17M, He 111H, He 111H3, Ju 86G, Ju 88A1
Ju 52

Virtually every unit that OKH can scrape up is within 200 kilometres of the Dutch, Belgian and French
borders. A sizeable force garrisons Poland with a few troops in Denmark and on the North Sea coast,
but otherwise Germany has been stripped bare.
The Belgians are still trying to mobilise as waves of Ju 88A1 bombers hit Brussels, leaving the
defenders completely disorganised. Ignoring the cavalry holding Liege, Brussels is hit from the north
and south. With complete surprise giving the Luftwaffe unchallenged control of the air, lumbering
Ju 52 air transports unload stick after stick of paratroopers of the II Para Corps. The shock is too
much for the Belgians and Brussels falls, the remnants of II Corps surrendering and the I Corps
unable to continue fighting. German losses are restricted to a militia unit from Konigsberg, which
obviously needed more training in street fighting.

Fallschirmjaegers of II Para Corps move into action on the outskirts of Brussels
The cavalry in Liege are simply overwhelmed by numbers – their sacrifice is in vain as Brussels is
already in German hands.
Within a few days the Belgian Army has vanished.

Impulse 3 (Allies)

Weather saves China and France

Weather dr = 2

St, R, F, St, R, R, (2)*

Declarations of War
Realising that Germany is focussed on the West, Stalin demands that Rumania hand over the
disputed territory of Bessarabia. Red Army units on the border vastly outnumber the Rumanian

Army, and Germany cannot support its
trading partner (and the source of half its
oil). As a result, Berlin advises the
Rumanians to accede to the Russian
demands. Sensing Hitler is in no position to
argue, Stalin reduces the supply of raw
materials to the Reich, while still insisting on
the same level of finished goods in
payment.
A column of Russian BA-3 armoured cars advances
along an unpaved road in Bessarabia – anything
rougher would prove hazardous for its truck
chassis. Obviously the unseasonal weather has
not spread to Rumania, or the mud may have
slowed this advance to a crawl.
It is perhaps fortunate for the crews that German
pressure has meant that the Rumanians do not
resist. While the 45mm main armament is
impressive for a reconnaissance vehicle, the thin
armour makes this model vulnerable to any
weapon more powerful than a light machine gun.

The Allies breathe a sigh of relief as the weather suddenly turns. Although this will slow the advance
to help crippled Belgium, it promises to affect the Wehrmacht far more.
The French react swiftly – mobile units surge into Belgium while the slower troops move north and
east. Confidence is high and the three General Headquarters (Billotte, Georges and Pretelat) believe
they have enough men and equipment to stop the Wehrmacht in its tracks.

Through the blinding rain, a
British mechanised and
motorised corps drive for
Antwerp to prevent the
Germans simply walking into the
port city. Gort remains in
France to welcome 2 more
infantry corps landing at Calais.
The troopships do not linger and
are soon safely back in
Plymouth. At the same time,
the light cruiser “Galatea”
ferries an infantry division to
Antwerp and remains in the
North Sea on patrol.
HMS “Galatea”, after unloading reinforcements for General
Gort and the BEF, heads into the North Sea in heavy rain.

Expecting to be needed soon, squadrons of “Harrow” bombers rebase to Kent, within range of
Belgium.
Having pressured Rumania into granting his territorial demands, Stalin immediately orders the 3
Mechanised Corps to entrain for Blagoveshchensk, Siberia.
In accordance with the Presidential order to counter Japanese influence in the Pacific, the carrier
“Wasp”, loaded with “Dauntless” dive bombers, heads for its new base at Pearl Harbour.
The Kuomintang, reeling from recent disasters, struggles to block the Japanese advance. Many units
are exhausted as they push themselves to the limit, marching day and night to their assigned
positions. The Communists, however, are under orders from Mao to stay put in their strongholds.

Impulse 5 (Axis)

Fury in Tokyo and Berlin

Declarations of War
Hungary and Bulgaria, seeing the swiftness with which Germany pressured Rumania to give in to
Russian demands, also make land claims against their neighbour. Again, the Rumanians receive no
indication that Berlin will support them, and reluctantly hand over Transylvania to Hungary and
South Dobruja to Bulgaria.
OKH is in turmoil as the carefully
prepared “Fall Gelb” stalls in the
rain. Some units are able to move
into slightly better positions, and
the Luftwaffe takes the opportunity
to rebase short range fighters and
bombers to Belgian airfields.
As the rain continues to fall, a
3.7mm Pak 35/36 anti-tank
gun attached to XLVI
Mechanised Corps sets up in a
defensive position in case of a
counter-attack on Brussels.

Italy moves a mechanised corps to Tobruk. Wavell is now convinced an attack is imminent and
warns Whitehall that Italy could be in the war within weeks. Unfortunately Britain is concentrating
on mainland Europe and despite Wavell’s frantic messages the Admiralty does not order civilian
shipping to be on alert.
Yamamoto believes that the Nationalists are about to collapse, but Tokyo, reluctant to incur high
casualties by attacking in the torrential rain, prohibits a resumption of the offensive. The generals,
upset at having victory snatched from their grasp, must be satisfied with receiving a few new
infantry units as reinforcements.

Impulse 7 (Allies)

BEF in Belgium

Weather dr = 1(+1)

St, R, F, St, R, R (2)*

The “Queens” leave Liverpool for Leopoldville to pick up a Belgian colonial force, while troopships
from Suez head to India where they load a garrison unit from Bombay.
The BEF moves inside Belgium. It strongly holds Antwerp while blocking access to France. The
French also move troops into position – their armies now form a defensive line 200km deep along
the whole front.
Large numbers of TB-3 bombers leave Eastern Europe and reports from spies in the Far East say they
have been seen landing at Vladivostok airfields.

Impulse 9 (Axis)

France stands firm

Hitler is furious that the weather is halting his armies as they are poised to smash the combined
French and British forces. Nevertheless, little can be achieved while the German advantages in air
power, mobility and armour are nullified by the constant rain. But depression sweeps through OKH a highly placed source is heard to say “This is virtually game over!”
The “Pinguin” makes another raid, this time into the Cape Basin, but is frustrated by the cruiser
“Manchester”.
Hoping to create a breakthrough opportunity, Goering orders 500 planes, a mixture of Ju 87 and He
111H bombers, to hammer the French troops taking up position just south west of Brussels. Many
of the French react badly to their first taste of the Luftwaffe’s power. As a result, von Bock
authorises a full scale assault with everything he can get (9 Offensive Points). Luftflotte West sends
in some Do 17Ms “Flying Pencils” to help finish off the French.
The French however, have
different ideas. The Armee de
L’Air sends in every plane
available to help the
beleaguered units. Although
the MS 406 fighter squadrons
are decimated by the opposing
Messerschmitts, hundreds of
LeO 451 bombers make it
through to the battlefield. The
much maligned D.510 fighters
turn back the German
One of the hundreds of Liore and Olivier LeO 451 bombers used in
bombers, and for once
the battle for Belgium. Here it lands on an improvised airfield
Germans must operate
near the front before heading back to assist in throwing back the
without air cover. As a result,
German assault. The courage shown by the French pilots in taking
although the French 1st
on the Luftwaffe is critical in the French victory.
Division is lost, the Germans
are halted. A 150mm artillery unit apparently ventures too close to the front as it takes heavy losses
(3BP).

The Japanese are also unable to resist the urge to maintain pressure and attack the severely
weakened army of Chiang Kai Shek. They have a much happier result. With Ki-30 “Anns” overhead,
an escalated assault sees the defenders collapse. Although IJA losses are high (2nd Division and 1BP
from 28 Garrison), both Chiang Kai Shek’s army and the 2nd Cavalry are wiped out.
Turn ends on a 3, 8 rolled

Impulse 11 (Allies)

US Navy heads West

Weather = 4(+1)

F, F, F, F, F, F (1)

Hearing that a new warlord has raised an army in the ChungKing area, the Cheng-Tu warlord moves
out of the city.

More ships leave San Francisco as a result of the decision to move the US
Pacific fleet to Hawaii. Leading the group is the battleship “Maryland”. While
there is some concern that the transfer of the fleet to the forward base is
taking too long, peacetime restrictions on the movement of major naval
forces cannot be simply overridden.

The battleship “Maryland” (BB-46) passes under the “Golden Gate” at San
Francisco on her way to join the “Wasp” in Honolulu. With her eight 16 inch
and twelve 5 inch guns, she will be a welcome addition to the Pearl Harbour
fleet.

Elsewhere the Allies wait for the Axis onslaught.
Turn ends on a 5, 4 rolled

Initiative moves towards Axis, now +2 Axis

Partisans
Partisan dr = 7 (Malaya)

Garrison = 1

Partisan no. = 2 DR = 7 so uprising put down.

Keeping a strong garrison in Singapore proves to be a wise decision, as an attempt by insurgents to
seize the British naval base is easily thwarted.
US Entry

Chit to Japanese pool

In another attempt to assist the struggling Chinese, US and Commonwealth aircraft manufacturers
are pressured to allow the Nationalists to produce aircraft without a licence. Japan is not concerned.
(dr = 9, 1 needed)

Production

Germany
Italy
Japan

Base
(Resource/Oil)
19/6
4/1
13/4

UK
Canada
Australia
India
France
China
USA
USSR

11/8
2
1
2
8/1
5/1
22/18
16/8

Imports

+1

Less
Oil
-2
-1
-2

+3

-1

+1

-1
-1
-3

PPs

Multiple

BPs

Trade

24
4
16

.75
.75
1

18
3
16

-2

21
2
1
2
8
6
39
22

.75
.75
.75
.75
.75
.5
.25
.5

16
2
1
2
6
3
10
11

Losses/
Enemy*

-1

Total
BPs
16
3
15

+1
+2

16
2
1
2
6
10
11
13

+6/+1

*Losses: in Home Country, receive ½ of all BPS lost defending, ¼ of all BPS lost attacking
*Enemy: receive 1BP if an enemy unit in Home Country at Production phase

Germany
(16BP)

On map

In production

Start prod’n

Japan
(15BP)

On map
In production

Start Prod’n

Repair 150mm ART (3)
SE of Berlin
Synthetic Oil plant (1)
SW of Berlin
Synthetic Oil plant (1)
Kiel
SUB Shipyard (1)
Berlin
HQ(A) Rommel (1)
Hamburg
INF
LXXIV (1)
Dusseldorf
HQ(A) Guderian (1)
Essen
MECH 2nd Div (1)
Vienna
FTR2 Bf 109E7 (1)
NAV3 F300C “Condor” (1)
Pilot (1)
Stettin
2xRaider “Widder”, “Atlantis” (1)
Vienna
NAV3 F300C “Condor” (1)
Pilot (1)
Repair HQ(I) Yamamoto (2), 28th Garrison (1)
Osaka
Synthetic Oil plant (1)
Osaka
CV “Shokaku” (1)
MECH 3rd Div (1)
GARR 27th (1)
Hiroshima
NAV2 B5N2 “Kate” (1)
ENG 1st (1)
Tokyo
BB “Hiei” (1)
Tokyo
CA “Asama” from const pool (0)
CP (1)
Hiroshima
INF
23rd (2)
Fukuoka
SUB (1)
Pilot (1)

(6)

(7)

(3)

(4)

(6)

(5)

Italy
(3BP)

On map
In production

Milan
Milan

Synthetic Oil plant (1)
MAR Marine (1)
Pilot (1)

C’wealth
(15BP)

On map
In production

NE Liverpool
Edinburgh
London

Start prod’n

Belfast

Synthetic Oil plant (1)
Synthetic Oil plant (1)
(2)
HQ(I) Alexander (1)
LND3 Hampden (1)
2xPilot (2)
(4)
Battle Sub-hunter (1)
CV
“Indomitable” from const pool (1)
LND3 Wellington (1)
PARA 1st Airborne (2)
FTR2 Spitfire II (1)
ART
4.5in (1)
CL
“Phoebe” from const pool (1)
BB
“Prince of Wales” from const pool (1)
CA
“Trinidad” from const pool (0)
MOT 4th Indian (2)
MOT 1st Australian (1)
MOT 1st Canadian (1)
ASW (1)

London
Manchester
Bristol
Glasgow
India
Australia
Canada

Start prod’n
Start prod’n
In production
Start prod’n

Calcutta
Sydney
Ottawa
Halifax

China
(10BP)

On map
In production

Repair 20(Res) Garrison (1)
ChungKing
Warlord (1)
Kunming
Warlord (1)
ChungKing
FTR2 P36A (1)
HQ(I) Chiang Kai Shek (1)
Cheng-Tu
ART
105mm (1)
Si-An
GARR 7th (1)
MIL
Kunming (2)
Pilot (1)

Start prod’n

France
(7BP)

In production

Paris

Start prod’n

Paris
Lyon

USSR
(13BP)

In production

Vitebsk
Odessa
Kiev
Moscow

Start prod’n

Kiev
Odessa
Vitebsk

GARR
MTN
INF
FTR2
MOT
FTR2

VI (1)
Morocco (1)
X (1)
D.520S (1)
XXIV (2)
VG33 (1)

FTR2 I-17 (1)
LND3 PE-2 (1)
INF
2nd (1)
HQ(I) Yeremenko (1)
ARM 2nd (1)
Pilot (1)
MOT(h) 5th (3)
INF
43rd (2)
AT (1)
Pilot (1)

(9)

USA
Having examined several aircraft contracts, the Truman Committee turns its attention to the army.
It identifies several units with training and equipment problems. As a result, the XXXII Motorised
Corps is disbanded and will not be reformed.
(11BP)

In production

New York
Chicago

Start prod’n

New York
Boston
Washington
Boston
San Francisco

NAV3 “Mariner” (1)
MOT XXXVIII (1)
Pilot (1)
MOT XXIII (2)
LND3 A-22 “Maryland” (1)
BB
“North Carolina” from const pool (1)
TRS from const pool (2)
BB
“Wyoming” from const pool (1)
CL
“Cleveland” from const pool (0)
Pilot (1)

Return to base
Many Allied ships must return to base as they reach the limit of their patrol capability. Alarmingly,
the Admiralty has not replaced all of them with fresh escorts. While the use of fuel is a concern for
the Commonwealth, perhaps this is giving the Kriegsmarine the opportunity it has been waiting for.
Troopships pull into Valetta harbour, carrying an Indian garrison unit to replace the Royal Engineers
who have been defending Malta since the outbreak of hostilities.
The “Queens” berth at Plymouth after their rapid trip to the Belgian Congo. The Belgian Colonial
troops join the forces of many nations ready to protect England from invasion.

Losses: May/June 1940
Japan

INF
MAR

2 Div (2-3)
2 SNLF Div (1-4)

Yamamoto HQ takes 2BP loss, 47mm AT takes 2BP, 28th Garrison takes 1BP
9 Offensive Points spent

2BP
3BP
5BP
9BP

Total Japanese cost = 19BP
China

HQ(I)
CAV
GARR
MIL

Chiang Kai Shek (5(1)2)
2 (2-4)
13(Res) (3-1)
Canton (4-2)

20(Res) Garrison takes 1BP loss
Total Chinese cost = 12BP

5BP
2BP
2BP
2BP
1BP

France

INF
FTR2

1st Div (1-3)
MS 406 (4-*-*-*)/5

(Scrapped)

2BP
2BP

Total French cost = 4BP
Germany

MIL

Konigsberg

150mm ART takes 3BP
9 Offensive Points spent

2BP
3BP
9BP

Total German cost = 14BP
Belgium

CAV
INF

(3-5)
II (4-3)

I INF captured refitting and Brussels Militia caught mobilising
Total Belgian cost = 10BP

2BP
3BP
5BP

